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Editorial

Welcome to issue 3 of this journal of contemporary tanka. In this issue you will be able to read 
some fine poems from poets around the world who have found their poetic outlet in five short lines.
Also included in this issue are some tanka-art or tankart as the UHTS website calls it. Also in this 
issue there are some tanka sequences or sets or strings. Deciding what to call these is something of a 
puzzle as different people prefer to call them different names. For my own purposes I tend to think 
of a “sequence” as a number of tanka that move forward in chronological order and a “set” as a 
number of tanka flowing around a certain theme or subject.

At times we may encounter a scene before us, a thought that inspires us or an emotion that stirs us 
that cannot be captured in only five lines. At such times the writing of a series of tanka may well be 
what is needed to capture the essence of that which assails our creative mind.

At times one tanka may trigger thoughts or memories which then lead on to a separate poem,which 
in turns fire another poem and so on down the line as in the following tanka set that I wrote last year 
on a visit to Scotland.

Forgotten Glen

Abandoned cottage
stone by stone reclaimed
by the hill
no more the sound of laughter
only the mocking bleat of sheep

rising from the glen
your mountainous peaks
cast down shadows
over ruined remnants
of former lives

rounded up
and shipped out
sheep took your homes
on the rolling hills
your songs scattered to autumn winds

no more
the sound of gaelic tongue
no more-
the fiddle now plays
a slow and haunted air

empty shells
now litter the strath
the crofts
built by work worn hands
once held family hearts 
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gold and silver
were the coloured wheels
that turned you out
adrift on ocean tides
salt tears and a seagulls cry

new shores
below the towering pines
one last look behind
to where sky and sea greet

The first tanka was inspired by the sight of a dilapidated croft on the side of a hill. Home only to 
sheep. A scene repeated over and over in the Scottish countryside. This led me to think about the 
infamous highland clearances and so the original tanka grew into a tanka set. 

In future issues there will be a section for tanka sets based on various themes but for now, enjoy the 
tanka in this issue and thank you for supporting The Bamboo Hut.

Steve Wilkinson, editor



Dedication

The opening pages are dedicated to a lady I never met but by all accounts was a remarkable 
character. The lady was named Cathy Street and died suddenly after a stroke on January 6 
2014 aged 95.

She died with the knowledge that some of her tanka would be published in this issue.

Cathy Street (left) with her daughter Joy McCall

old age is fun

if you don’t feel guilty 

for sleeping

after breakfast

not waking until lunchtime



it's a sign

of old age - I drop off

to sleep 

as soon as I sit down to read...

the book falls on the floor

looking through

some photo albums 

I found a snap

of me in school uniform -

did I really look like that?

I sat by the fire

the wind was howling outside

I thought of

all I had managed to do

and went to bed contented

I appreciate

the simple things in life:

the starry sky 

the full moon at night...

and a nice hot cup of tea
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Anne Curran

I live in Hamilton, New Zealand with Ollie my cat and my parents nearby.
I have been writing Japanese verse forms for about three years,  and enjoyed great support, learning, 
and companionship from editors and other writers. I work, write, attend to family, and visit art 
galleries when I have the time.

the Siamese cat
sitting motionless
blinks...
droplets of rain  
on our walk
  
  
 
clients' voices
echoing
long after closing ...
breathing in lavender
I lie down to rest
  
 
a lone cow
bellowing
in the paddock...
father's cries echo
through the dementia ward
 
 
  
as she calms
the turbulence
on the rocks
in her painting ...
I know this beach
   
 
my view 
of flaxes and kowhai
draws me closer
to the earth…
my open journal 
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a blue figure
holding his coat
against the weather…
the artist’s beret
on the dresser
  

a foggy day
with little sun…
she sits
by the heater
listening to her thoughts
  

folding paper
into a symmetry
of sharp creases...
I gently release it
to try its wings
   
 
my friends
all agog
at the bling
on my finger...
my wish to be beautiful
  
 
shopping mall...
sitting cross-legged
on a couch
an auburn-haired girl
talks to the Buddha
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Máire Morrissey-Cummins

Máire is living in Greystones, Co. Wicklow, Ireland. She is early retired and has found joy in poetry 
and art. She frequently gets lost in words or paint.She has been published with Every Day Poets, 
Wordlegs, The First Cut, A New Ulster, Open Road Review, Your Daily Poem, Bray Arts, The 
Galway Review, Verseland, Notes from the Gean, A Hundred Gourds, Lynx, Sketchbook, The 
Never Ending Story, Chrysanthemum and many online and print magazines worldwide. She is a 
member of Haiku Ireland. She was listed in the top 100 European Haiku writers for 2012. 

in her dreams
she sails azure seas
bare feet dance
to the rhythm of waves
palm trees fan the breeze

into the darkness
of day
dense snowfall
no trace
of yesterday

your ashes
divided among us
a giant of a man
I hold the grains
of your smile

all the blossoms
that have scattered my mind
this life
white butterflies
trail the dawn

trees ablaze
in the glen
light mist
sprinkles the spaces
between falling leaves
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graveyard visit
even in the sun
icy cold
a thorny red rose
on black marble

snow moon
drifts on a lip
of cloud
you talk of love
the spark in your eyes

walking
beneath the stars
your memory
takes me 
to bluebell woods

swallows
scissor the clouds
thunder rumbles
sheets of rain empty
over barley fields

misty morning
a mantel of grey
smothers the light
I open the door
to a golden daffodil
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Robyn Cairns

Robyn Cairns resides in West Footscray - Melbourne - Australia. Robyn has a passion for life and 
nature and loves expressing this through her poetry. She lives in an industrial inner city western 
suburb and enjoys riding her bike to photograph the local area.

they talked 
on a park bench
in the middle of nowhere
and all became 
well in their world

she had never
ridden without brakes
before~
it was a wild
exciting ride

black knight
decides to gallop
off the board
tired of moving
only on squares

truck smoke
eclipses moon
light pollution 
hides stars
from eager eyes
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Ram Krishna Singh

Ram Krishna Singh has been writing haiku and tanka for over three decades. His published volumes 
include The River Returns (2006), Sexless Solitude and Other Poems (2009), Sense and Silence: 
Collected Poems (2010), and New and Selected Poems Tanka and Haiku (2012). His poems have 
been widely anthologized and translated into Greek, Chinese, Japanese, Italian, Persian, Arabic, 
French, Spanish, German,Romanian, Croatian, Slovene, Serbian, Crimean Tatar, Esperanto, 
Albanian, Punjabi, Hindi, Tamil, Bangla, Kannada, and other languages. Web: 
http://www.rksinghpoet.blogspot.in 

After a tiff
lying under the same blanket
two of us stare
the peeping moon and turn
with glee to each other

Browsing old haiku
in the shade of a tree
he munches the noon
through a pouch of cashew
beery songs and half-clad girls
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Shloka Shankar

Shloka is a poet who resides in India and she has had her work published in three anthologies of 
repute so far, among other literary journals. She loves experimenting with various poetic forms and 
has found her niche in the haiku and the tanka.

She continued 
to live in a world
where life threw
a few sprigs of 
hope at her.

A lone figure stalks
me in the shadows 
of the night --
relentless, determined,
a shard of conscience. 

Some people call it
far-fetched, or perhaps
it is idiosyncratic;
I wield my imagination
and make it my haven.

His hand groped
for hers in the darkness,
and she smiled to herself
half-amused, half-sad;
letting go was always hard.

skirted by
stars and a full moon
midnight blues
keep me awake through
the long night
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a wave of anger
surges through me...
unfinished
conversations keep
playing in my head

a broken smile
was all we had left
that fateful day…
emotions were bartered as
goodbyes were boxed and sealed

a pale,
kaleidoscopic
ceiling –
the sun and the leaves
dance in unison

this monsoon night
my desires hop from
one to the other...
I close my eyes and
dream of all that isn't
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Chen-Ou Liu

Chen-ou Liu is the author of four books, including Following the Moon to the Maple Land (First 
Prize Winner of the 2011 Haiku Pix Chapbook Contest). His tanka and haiku have been honored 
with many awards.

head down
she murmurs to herself
I have to wrap
a thousand pieces a day ...
the scent of peppermint

I am at once
tethered to the Muse
and unmoored from her...
a sea of blank pages
floating free

in the dream
a butterfly flits around ...
waking to the moon
I think about my face
before my parents were born

caught in her gaze...
I plant in my mind
the hope
it will flourish
beneath these words of spring

jointly reciting
Naidu's Indian Love Song
in hazy moonlight
the red dot on her head
half the size of my ring?

a raven
crying in my dream –
I wake
just before dawn
to a sickle moon 
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by the moonlight
30th class reunion
the daughter
of my ex-girlfriend
recounts the best day of her life

his dying words
Find someone to be with you...
my shadow
leans toward my dog’s
on this breezy night

the whispering
of maple leaves
I hear
another soft gasp
escape her parted lips

at a loss
for the last line of my poem
my ex
dangling at the end
of a moonlit thread
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Pravat Kumar Padhy

Scientist and Poet. His haiku, tanka and haibun have appeared in The World Haiku Review, Lynx, 
Four and Twenty,The Notes from the Gean, Atlas Poetica, Simply Haiku, Red lights, Ribbons, The 
Heron’s Nest, Shamrock, A Hundred Gourds,Vancouver Cherry Blossom Festival, Magnapoets, 
Bottle Rockets, Mu International, Frogpond, Lilliput Review, The Bamboo Hut etc. Recently his 
tanka  have been anthologized in Fire Pearls 2, edited by M Kei. 

touch of warmth
melts the dew drops
the teary woman 
wipes out the drenched grief
of the winter morning

rolling stones
of the remote valley
the sand dunes 
somewhere in desert preserve 
the imprints of my long journey 

frail tree
still in breath 
the old widow 
in loneliness branches 
out her best wishes

fragrance of flower
from far off distance
our relationship
I narrate and mail her
through the gentle wind

through window
she smiles half-way
I hold back tears 
from my swollen eyes and
return home drenched in rain 
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Sonam Chhoki

Born and raised in the kingdom of Bhutan I find the Japanese short form poetry resonates with my 
Tibetan Buddhist upbringing. I'm inspired by my father, Sonam Gyamtsho, the architect of Bhutan's 
non-monastic modern education. My poetry has been published in journals and anthologies in 
Australia, Canada, Germany, Ireland, Japan, UK and US.

the way
only his lips smile
in the photograph
I try to read a cipher
of my brother's suicide

long past
midnight of your birthday
you will never know
that I remembered
even though I did not call

the year
of our still-born’s sky burial
how the sap of spring
taunted me -
the old plum overflowing with blooms

wooden chair
rotting in the field . . .
does it have
any memory
of the tree it once was

Je-Khenpo’s portrait (1)
glows in the antique mirror
of the conference hall . . .
we are twice blessed
to tackle global warming
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Majnu-ka-tilla - (2)
watching tourists arrive
the old monk
knows the grief of departure
never the joy of returning

Notes

1.
Je Khenpo (Je-Khen-po):  Chief Abbot of the Monastic Body of Bhutan.

2.
Majnu-ka-tilla is a Tibetan refugee colony on the outskirts of New Delhi. It was set up in 1960.  
 Tibetans fled their homeland after the uprising against the Chinese in 1959 and many families 
settled here by the Yamuna river. It is also known as “Little Tibet” and is a popular destination for 
tourists who are interested in Tibetan culture and craftwork.
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Angelo B. Ancheta

Angelo B. Ancheta is quite new to tanka although he has written both
short and long poems much earlier. His recent tanka appeared in Never
Ending Story and DIOGEN pro kultura magazin, and some forthcoming in Bright
Stars Tanka Anthology while his haiku have appeared in various haiku
publications. He lives in Rizal province in the Philippines.

we defy
the law of gravity
each time we try
shimmering waves slam
the bay at dusk
 

into the deep hole
my marble sinks in -
does a rainbow
have a language
beyond colors
 

trickling rain
tapping on a window
misted by my breath ...
I listen for the twitter
of a lone maya
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Gracy Dsouza

Gracy D’Souza is an avid reader and very passionate about writing. Her work has been published in 
the  World  Haiku  Review,  a  journal  of  the  World  Haiku  Club  wherein  she  won  the  1st  
place  in Vanguard category and the 2nd and 3rd places in the Neo-Classical Category.  Her haiku 
also made  it  in  the  Haiku  of  Merit  list  in  the  said  publication.

all this wintry night
the eerie howl of wind
pierces my sleep---
in waking to its callings
I lose you in my dream

chilly ambience 
falling into expanse of greys---
this dawn
craves for a brighter sun
in a warmer heart

winter breeze
rustles her golden locks
as she dashes past---
her ribbon in fallen leaves
brings her back to mind

in a gloomy world
weeping on barren soil
seed of loneliness---
pining for the return
of its distant sun

my dreams
the colour of autumn---
blown away
by bitter winds of life
so cold, so distant

over the years
you have painted my love
a thousand colours---
why then these days I wake 
to hues of blues and greys?
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Jerry Dreeson

I am an artist and poet. I've been writing haiku and creating haiga
for over ten years. I am new to tanka and loving it.

a pile of lumber 
weathers rain-gray
in this vacant lot
I think of you, wonder if
you’d find a poem here

mushrooms
hidden under old leaves
we tell no one 
where we’ve been or
what we shared there 

I drive long miles,
from town to highway
watch a coyote 
cross the road –something 
to talk about during dinner

shoveling snow
in the early morning
at seventy six
waiting for the signs
of coronary occlusion

watching 
my granddaughters’ 
dance recital
hard to see with 
tears in my eyes

obituaries
looking for names
I know…
wondering if she 
is looking for me?
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country music 
blaring from the radio 
the barber 
in his old cowboy hat 
smelling of talcum 

two old friends
swap war stories
at the coffee shop-
morning paper tells 
of another shooting
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Vanessa Raney

Vanessa Raney is an American living in Croatia. A detailed list of her publication history can be 
found at http://vanessa-raney.blogspot.com . From 5-8 Dec. 2013 she was a fellowship program 
participant at Sa(n)jam Knjige u Istri (19th Annual Book Fair in Istria) where she got to network 
with book publishers.

An apprentice in
her kitchen I'm learning how
she cooks good food: a
child searching for memories
of the place where mom resides.

Big svraka (magpie)
flies, wings so large they startle
my eyes from my book,
now heavy on that branch which
bounces, shaking as it walks.
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Marrianne Paul

Marianne Paul is a Canadian poet and novelist. Recently, her work has appeared (or is scheduled to 
appear) in The Bamboo Hut 1 & 2, The Zen Space, Bones - journal for contemporary haiku, A 
Hundred Gourds, and Bright Stars.

snowflakes
settling on your beard--
when exactly
did we grow so
old?

the app
tells me the moon
is full
I'm feeling
twice removed

the cat and i
peer out the window
at the interloper--
if i had a tail
it would be swishing, too

hitting
the send button
too soon--
not forgiving myself
for the typo 
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Neelam Dadhwal

 Ms. Neelam Dadhwal is a haiku poet from India. She writes free verse, prose, and Japanese poems. Her poems have been 
published by many online and print journals such as Living Haiku Anthology, World Haiku Association. Besides this, she 
takes interest in photography.

wild flowers
in no particular order
by a stream
shedding light on each
the sun in breaking dawn

the turquoise
you wore at the dance
of all mermaids
how the sea remained green
till sunset
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Ed Bremson

Ed Bremson is an award winning haiku poet. He has been publishing poetry for 45 years. He is 
active in the Facebook poetry community and lives in Raleigh, North Carolina. 

on the wall
drawings of daisies
and petals plucked
for “loves me”
“loves me not”

red carnation
dried flowers
on a starry night
a broken heart
waiting for the dawn

remembered
as a blur
this moment
of fluttering wings
and birdsong
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David Read

Dave Read is a Canadian poet living in Calgary, Canada. His work has previously appeared in The 
Bamboo Hut, Poetry Nook, Bright Stars, and on the Jar of Stars website. You can find his tanka and 
micro-poetry on Twitter @AsSlimAsImBeing.

I lightly tap
the window as
you go
wondering why I've
fallen out of favour.

At the recital he
calmly
takes the stage
unaware of
his parents' anxiety.

On the bookshelf
is a picture of you
with an expression
I've never been
able to read.
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Christine L Villa

is a children's writer, photographer, jewelry maker among other things. She is currently writing a 
self-help poetry book about grief entitled "Catching the Light." 

autumn moon
flitting in and out
of the clouds
the many faces
of my grief

artificial orchids beam
under the winter sun . . .
how sad it is
to believe in your lies
just to make myself happy

opening my arms
to a slice of peach moon . . .
what does it take
for you to give me
all of you

spring morning . . .
finches dart in and out
of a rosebush
how I long for you
to stay this time

memorizing
every inch of you . . .
I've forgotten
tonight is the night
I see a supermoon

winter dream . . .
under the starlight
the leaves rustle
whispering in my ear
how much you love me
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Michele L Harvey

Michele L. Harvey is a professional landscape painter living in New York. Her poetry has appeared 
in most of the current short form poetry publications. Examples of her work may be found at 
micheleharvey.com. 

at the age
where I’m no longer wanted
a shame too,
to sweep up autumn leaves
at the height of their brilliance

snow
on plum blossoms…
who am I
to think I can
escape sorrow

a lily
lasting for a day
my scent too,
will disappear
with dusk

I contemplate
our parting…
a lone goose
circles the lake
and calls and calls for its mate

midsummer and everything
a shade of green
even the note
in your wife’s sweet voice
when I talk to you alone

awakened
by the murmur of rain
somewhere
the small ache for you
is rubbed raw
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first thaw
and the deep, rich smell
of soil
the right time for seeds
of dormant poems to sprout

fresh dew clings
to the torn spiderweb
too late,
my friend’s warning
not to love too fast

as if rain
could darken them more
cemetery pines
point the way to heaven
for any who have doubt
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gennepher

I am gennepher and have been writing haiku for 4 years, only recently started writing tanka. I live in 
North Wales in the United Kingdom. For me the adventures on the journey of life are important, not 
the final destination

settling
in the garden
moonlight
silvering
frog ponds

a full
pure white moon
dandelion
explodes stars
into the night sky

at the end
of the leaf
a raindrop
lets go
falls

mackerel sky
at dawn
blood red
roses
laid at the roadside

blue skies
that you loved to paint
on the day you left
I looked out at sea
while the dog searched the beach for you

a precious b&w photo I took
you cartwheeled down the lawn
as a boy
the man who smiled
my brother
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Stewart C. Baker

Stewart C Baker is an academic librarian, haikuist, and speculative fiction writer. His fiction and 
poetry can be found in various magazines and via his website athttp://infomancy.net. Stewart lives 
in Northwest Oregon with his wife and two sons—although if anyone asks, he’ll say he’s from the 
Internet.

a hawk
hangs over Cape Irago
in my mind
I visit a waterfront park
with my estranged wife and kids

river fog
lifting off the hills
beyond the valley . . .
she suddenly recalls
her father's dying words

sunlight
glittering across Cape Meares
the lighthouse
says it's never too late
to start over
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Traci Siler

Traci Siler discovered short form poetry only a few years ago but has already been published in the 
inaugural issue of The Bamboo Hut, The Best of Mijikai Haiku 2013, Moonbathing,various online 
poetry blogs and more recently Bright Stars Tanka Anthology VOL. 2. She is a member of The 
Haiku Society of America and is active in the Facebook poetry community. She resides in 
Carrollton, Texas.

How easily
you've shut me out
thick night
and window panes
between us

So sweet
this ache
sky
folding itself
into rain 

Leaving my shoes
at your hearts door
for there
I have found
my home 

Finger pricked
stars
I read
the dark
by braille
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Michael Seese

Michael Seese has published four books, and has had numerous short stories and poems appear in 
anthologies and magazines. Other than that, he spends his spare time rasslin’ with three young’uns. 
Visit www.MichaelSeese.com to laugh with him or at him

sky of blue
sea of green
in the yellow tie
of the plasticine
porter

on the table
rings of coffee
wine...
artifacts
of the day past

her eyes
a false beacon
which led me astray
wrecked
on these rocky shores

happiness comes in...
fleeting glances
deft touches
hushed, breathless sounds
brief hints of summer scent

http://www.MichaelSeese.com/
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Máire Morrissey-Cummins

Máire is living in Greystones, Co. Wicklow, Ireland.  She is early retired and has found joy in 
poetry and art. She frequently gets lost in words or paint.  She has been published with Every Day 
Poets, Wordlegs, The First Cut, A New Ulster, Open Road Review, Your Daily Poem, Bray Arts, 
The Galway Review, Verseland, Notes from the Gean, A Hundred Gourds, Lynx, Sketchbook, The 
Never Ending Story, Chrysanthemum and many online and print magazines worldwide. She is a 
member of Haiku Ireland. She was listed in the top 100 European Haiku writers for 2012. 

curled
in an angel feather
the wind
your energy
in mine

in her dreams
she sails azure seas
bare feet dance
to the rhythm of waves
palm trees fan the breeze

across vast skies
of winter white
arctic terns glide
only snow fills seats
by the seafront

your ashes
divided among us
a giant of a man
I hold the grains
of your smile

all the blossoms
that have scattered my mind
this life
white butterflies
trail the dawn
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Sergio Ortiz

My poems have been published in: Atlas Poetica, LYNX, The Driftwood
Review, Words-Myth, Notes From the Gean, and other journals and
anthologies.  My chapbook, At the Tail End of Dusk (2009), was
published by Flutter Press.

ladders
and black-eyed Susans—
a voice rising
out of the whirlwind
of fallen leaves

broken
by the names
of flowers ...
I stay like the bees
beyond self-reproach

he knew
how to play with fire
and leave unharmed . . .
I know how to open doors
to let in rainbows

how do I know
if a poem has too many
bubbles ...
the moon opens her lips
to the rippling sound of water
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Luminita Suse

Luminita Suse is the author of the tanka collection A Thousand Fireflies, 2011, Editions des petits 
nuages, 2013 and co-author with Mike Montreuil for the collaborative tanka collection A Hint of 
Light, Editions des petits nuages, 2013. Her poetry appeared in Moonbathing: A Journal of Women's 
Tanka, Gusts, Atlas Poetica, Magnapoets, Red Lights, Ribbons, A Hundred Gourds, Take Five: Best 
Contemporary Tanka 2010-2011, Prune Juice, Notes from the Gean, Kokako, World Haiku Review, 
Skylark, and others. She got a honourable mention in the The 7th International Tanka Festival 
Competition, 2012, organised by Japan Tanka Poets’ Society.

the world
reflected differently
in each raindrop
another me
takes my picture

he is perfect
every other man
aspires to be him
old sunflowers
don't follow the sun

ruby sunset
above downtown towers
today's excitement
settles into a history
known only to me

glacier towers
slump into the ocean
every moment
is the right moment
to say you're sorry

thunderclaps
the kitten takes refuge
under blankets
our toes declare
a state of emergency
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Diana Teneva

Dianas haiku and tanka have been published in journals including A Hundred Gourds and Cattails.

yucca leaves –
the pinned butterfly
still beautiful…
even in spring
life has prickly points

poppies
eager to see
this day end…
may the sunset be
just a word of wisdom
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Pat Geyer

Nature lover who enjoys the arts of photography and poetry.

you, hawk
I watch your path...
gliding
along cloud streets
you and I, both saw

mistletoe
perched on a bare
oak branch
its magic
illusion

deer munches
an acorn...
this small tree
needs no pot
or pruning 
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Alegria Imperial

Quite new to Japanese short poetry form, Alegria Imperial,
nonetheless, has garnered a few awards in haiku (Commended,
Traditional category, The Haiku Foundation's 2012 Haiku Now
Competition and honorable mention, 2007 Vancouver Cherry Blossoms
Festival Haiku Invitational) and tanka (Excellent, 7th International
Tanka Festival Competition 2012) as well as published works in
international journals such as Daily Haiku, The Heron's Nest, LYNX,
Notes from the Gean, A Hundred Gourds, Prune Juice, and Bones for
haiku,senryu, haiga and haibun, and Eucalypt, LYNX and GUSTS for
tanka. Formerly a journalist and media person for art and culture in
Manila Philippines, she now lives in Vancouver, Canada.

he begins
with a secret code
like a bird…
I understand about a seed
we scuttle to peck

the third line
in my ode to absence
he misreads
as an invitation to touch…
I spread my wings

I ask
what love smells like...
on a cloud
his breath a taste
of cardamon
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Patty Hardin

Patty is a shark fanatic who also enjoys riding her Harley. She and her husband have a large 
collection of ice fishing decoys.

looking in the mirror
I expect to see myself
but my mother is there
my future
in her eyes

her dreams
sprinkled with disbelief
of the wakeful
hover
just a moment longer

in the belly of the beast
long time past
crushing the hope
of those left behind
I don't remember

stitch by stitch her shawl
cast aside as old and worn
wrapped around her memories
the grandmother she never knew
still dancing

the words captured
on the pages of this little book
tell where I've been but not who I am
that is unknown
even to me
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Nyoman S Herawaty

I am a mother of three, love to read, write, and hope that one of my book will be publish.
I like haiku and short poem
I am in 42 now and live in Indonesia. 

Wishing
snow will fall
in tropical land
to freeze
the absurd mind

The white Lotus blooms
at neglected tranquil pond
shining in the dark
as purity of kindness
beauty in serenity

Under the rain
waiting
for someone
that vanished
by raindrop
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Andrea Eldridge

I fly internationally for American Airlines. While I travel a lot and usually write from the pilot’s 
perspective directly from the cockpit, there are often times when I am reminded that I am most 
enchanted simply by being at home in Southern California.

sea captured clouds
dia de los muertos
reflections
          not a breath of air
          disturbs the surface

shade seeker
under the lotus
cool water
          we allow ourselves
          to drift in the current
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Carole Johnston

Carole Johnston writes tanka and haiku every day, tossing them to the wind on the internet. While 
editing her first novel, she has recently herded some of these poems (like cats) into manuscripts 
which are ready to send out.  She is known on Twitter as @morganabag.

once I wove
a sunrise blanket
lavender blue
celadon and teal
a place to go home

she tells me
stories about mockingbirds
it seems like
she's wrestling with memories
of unforgiven ghosts

white bicycle
always on that curb
plastic flowers
tell a story I don't know
of someones’ tragedy

sycamore
against the snow sky
white on white
I stand with my shovel
inhaling clean cold air
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Ruth Zuckschwert

Ruth started writing a few years ago, her poetry reflecting the intensive travels to faraway places 
and cultures. After courses on Japanese Poetry with the late AlvinTEthington and the publication of 
a Haibun she started writing Tanka, that seem to be her passion. Ruth is retired and lives in 
Switzerland.

silent embrace
cool wind drying my tears
farewell
lights of port fade
off to new shores

seashells
washed on the beach
I collect them
as silent witnesses
of my adventures

tropical night
red lotus blooming
last embrace
we can gaze at same
full moon

puffed up black birds
on rusty gate
village cemetery
Aunt Paula's funeral
is just over
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Amanda Dcosta

stars shining
in the distance
specks of dust
a reminder
of who I am 

Amanda Dcosta is the CEO and founder of  http://www.mandys-pages.com . As an avid tanka 
lover, Amanda hosts tanka contests frequently at her site. She is also a contributor to the two 
anthologies of poems: Painted My Way and  On Awakening.

http://www.mandys-pages.com/
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toki

toki is a writer of fiction, poetry, and occasional nonfiction, as well as an amateur photographer. 
toki's work has appeared previously in Bamboo Hut, and recent work also appears or is forthcoming 
in Atlas Poetica and Poetry Nook. toki likes listening to the music of the spheres, pondering the 
interstices of the universe and taking long walks in liminal spaces. 

the pleasure
of reading
a poem
unfolding
like a paper fan 

Rusty old train cars
resting on rusty old tracks
by the factory....
Who would even notice them
if not for the graffiti? 

a songbird
in the dead of night
chirping
the first three notes of
some forgotten tune

Sounds come now
from the lofty treetops
like Morse code—
poet-birds sending their
songs letter by letter.

If you see
the Buddha along the road,
then kill him . . .
but do it softly with a song
and the kindness he deserves. 
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Asni Amin

works as a librarian full time and writes haiku for the love of it, after getting hooked on it in early 
2012. Some of her haiku/tanka/haiga have been published in Simply Haiku, Under the Basho, Daily 
Haiga, Haigaonline, Lynx, Moonbathing Journal, Manichi Japan, etc. Asni won first place in the 
Second Edition Haiku Contest organised by the Romanian Kukai Group, Sharpening The Green 
Pencil in April 2013. She has a haiku blog, A Walk In Haiku, http://awalkinhaiku.wordpress.com 

each sunset
a different picture …
realizing that
after all these years
I have not changed

breath by breath
I parted the waters …
the snow have melted
the mountain roads are clear
will you come?

on horseback
the howling of wind
far behind …
the realization
that I'm all alone

winter evening
the choices I've made
the path I have taken …
like a lotus
I will rise from the mud

between
the gutter and the stars
I breathe in and out …
whatever comes
I will sing it
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Susan Burch

Susan Burch resides in Hagerstown, MD with her husband, stepson, and daughter. She enjoys 
reading, writing, and puzzles of all kinds. She loves wearing bandannas, hats, and obnoxious bright 
pink sunglasses. 

the smell of bleach
reminds me of the child
we lost -
21 years
wondering what if…

10 caskets
with American flags
at the cemetery
army families
dressed in fatigue

still playing
your message on my phone
the sound of your voice
before
throat cancer

another migraine
separating me from
my family
in my dark room
a negative me

unable
to shower today
I stink
of depression’s
old hat
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a man
removing a dent
in my car
not
a dentist

hearing
their growling tummies
I steal 3 apples
stuffed in my pants
moral fiber

at the roller rink
I watch the couples skate with
my daughter
frowning when the boy she likes
asks another girl to skate

hearing the mower
backfire thesoldierjumps
back
in Afghanistan again
diving for cover

at the store
picking out groceries
with you -
something so mundane
is suddenly special
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Sondra Byrnes

Sondra J. Byrnes is a retired law/business professor. She discovered tanka only a few years ago and 
has since been published in Tuck, Prune Juice, World Haiku Review, Notes from the Gean, among 
others. Byrnes lives in South Bend, Indiana--until winter comes.

garden stones
summon the winter sun
and resurface--
I draw night into day
to set the demons free

rippled
edge of the sea—
the line
I must cross with
or without you
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Jean Pierre Garcia Aznar

I am a French poetry writer, born in Spain. I just published, this running June, a book of tanka, 
TELLURIES. (http://www.revue-tanka-francophone.com/editions/extraits/extraits-alhama-garcia-
2013.html)

I spend my nights
in empty unlighted houses
and I forget actually
what I said and what I did
to these silent people

a quivering hand
under an overwhelming noise
on a waist resting –
no possible night chats
between cardboard faces

nothing as delusive
as glances from behind
a fancy mask
I know everything stops
just by the red leather

In the high garden
blossoming lilies already
and the red sharp buds
of the lonely plum tree :
would I go? not on my life !

http://www.revue-tanka-francophone.com/editions/extraits/extraits-alhama-garcia-2013.html
http://www.revue-tanka-francophone.com/editions/extraits/extraits-alhama-garcia-2013.html
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Orrin Prejean  (Matsukaze)

Was born in texas
and is a full time hotel administrator,
classical vocalist, and stage actor.
He composes tanka, sedoka,
and now zuihitsu.

after last night's lovemaking, buying buttermilk at the grocer's-the news on Putin and Ukraine

this afternoon
fragrant with glazed doughnuts
I wait for a phone call or text

the spring death of my aunt
I cannot remember any other time
the crepe-myrtle was a vengeful crimson

I noticed the fringe hem
of her plum day dress
eyes tracing the smooth contour of her thigh, her smile

cold Maryland night:
met you beneath
street lights-
hands deep in pockets
we shuffle bashfully

after his cremation, collecting the bone fragments with maple leaves-we will put them in an urn

March noon: cold rains have let up, i find myself texting my lover with the crème brulè skin
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Kathabela Wilson

Kath Abela Wilson hosts poetry workshops, readings and tanka meetings at her home salon, and at 
Caltech's Red Door Cafe in Pasadena, CA. In 2007 she created the group Poets on Site which has 
produced over 50 programs and books performed with musical accompaniment at the specific sites 
of their inspiration--gardens, museums, and galleries. Their Tour of the USC Pacific Asia Museum 
won a MUSE award from the American Association of Museums. She gives daily prompts on Tanka 
Poets on Site, a facebook group of 400 international poets who write on common themes, 
encouraging and learning together. She's published in hundreds of journals and anthologies, as well 
as featured performances, and travels the world with her mathematician-flute collecting and playing 
husband, Rick Wilson, a professor at Caltech, Pasadena. They will be taking their fourth trip to 
China and Japan this summer. Write her at poetsonsite@gmail.com 

was it an hour
or a lifetime
under the cherry tree
where I found you waiting
and my hand still full of cherries

only the islands
make it bearable
this vastness
as if we could stop on the way
to eternity

an ordinary walk
down to the beach
stopped still
the highest tide climbs
up these stairs

tree pose
let me be
cherry
pink blooms and something
for deer to crunch
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Debbie Strange

I am a member of the Writers' Collective of Manitoba, and I also belong to several haiku and tanka 
organizations. My writing and photography have received awards, and my work has been published 
in numerous journals. Words are my solace and salvation. Please visit me on twitter 
@Debbie_Strange

the way a deer moves
between startle and stare
in a shadowed waltz
the way you didn't tell me
you never learned to dance

I am lost
mewling in my sleep
as hungry mists
purr and weave around the ankles
of my scratched dreams

mistral winds
strum tattered rushes
in our redemption's marsh
red-winged blackbirds sing
the threnody of air

curled
into a comma
she hides
inside fear's cave
while they rage on

he gasps
at the ragged scars
upon my back
remnants of that night
they tore off my broken wings
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Alexis Lantgen

A. L. Lantgen is a writer and musician who lives in Dallas, TX. She teaches violin and viola, as 
well as writing poetry and a blog (thewiseserpent.blogspot.com). She is currently working on her 
first novel.

lacerating words
I'd rather have razors
slice my flesh
then suffer the pain
you inflict with your tongue

Archana Kapoor Nagpal

She is an internationally published author of five books. She has written more than 30 short stories 
and 40 inspiring poems. Her inspirational poems touch every area of a person's life. She enjoys 
writing Haiku and Tanka as well.

sun’s rays
through bare branches
on my pillow—
I still feel his
warmth

tattered cirrus clouds
stretch
over a hill top--
we climb holding
hand in hand

burgeoning
December fog
on the room window –
blow my breath
to write his name
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Shrikaanth Krishnamurthy 

Shrikaanth Krishnamurthy is a psychiatrist living in Birmingham, UK. Hailing from Bengaluru, 
India he is an amateur poet and a trained vocalist in Karnataka music (South Indian Classical 
music). Well versed in several languages, he writes poetry in four languages- Kannada, Sanketi, 
Tamil and English. He often employs ancient metres for his poems. He is also a songster-lyricist-
composer (Vaggeyakara) of Karnataka Music and has 2 CDs to his credit. 

Sobbing, sobbing
my eyes and heart out
all alone;
I leave the door ajar.
Will someone hear me?

surrounded
by so many friends
in the park-
I sit holding hands
with myself 

Arvinder Kaur

was born in Punjab where she also received her initial education.She studied English Literature in 
Chandigarh.Since 1980,she has been teaching in different colleges in Punjab and Chandigarh.She is 
currently working as Associate Professor in Literature and Media Studies at the Post Graduate 
Government College for Girls,Chandigarh.She has authored a book of writing skills and has a book 
of translation to her credit. In 2013 she has published a book of her haiku in Punjabi. 

a single cicada
ushers in the summer
in the verandah
grandma's rocking chair
now lies vacant

in my eyes
a stranger's face
once again
on a distant horizon
the hint of a moon
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winter dusk
in a bamboo grove
shadows chirp
my heart brims over
with things unsaid

stars twinkle
in the dark sky
and somewhere behind
the gossamer curtain
your nose pin

dewdrops shimmer
on the grass
still lingering
in my mother's eyes
a few old tears

she blows away
a fallen eyelash
I wonder
how and when
I stopped wishing
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Devin Harrison

I have published poetry and short stories in numerous periodicals throughout the US and 
Canada.These magazines include: Malahat Review, Contemporary Verse Two, Grain, Event, The 
Amethyst Review, Kansas Quarterly, South Dakota Review, Passages North, and others.

still see my mother
behind the garden gate
waving good bye
but I never left – I gather
her lilacs and Amaryllis

an assortment of hats
over the years
each one replaced
by new image of self
as my face below gets older

securing the ladder
against a wall
faith’s practicality --
steps are needed
to climb higher

the self
that morphs
into different guises
it’s all done
with mirrors

red rose petals
strewn across my desk --
I float them in water
an attempt to keep
our last moments alive



Carole Harrison

Carole Harrison combines her love of photography, long distance walking and short form poetry. 
She is a member of Limestone Tanka Poets, Canberra, and is stoked that her poems have been 
published in a number of journals and anthologies. She lives on the south coast of NSW surrounded 
by cows and lots of birds. 

impaled
on barbed wire
this heron
might be
my inner child

crystal
coloured temptation
the tongue
of a tiger snake
strikes her soul

in the morning
you float back to me
with the curve
and caress of eucalypt leaf,
your breath on the wind

through clouds
of my unfocused night
you emerge . . .
a gift of stolen dreams
still shining in your eyes

that fire
stole who we were
burning
in your eyes, crystal tears
and smoke ringed memories

within
the sound of water
over stone
her gentle words,
her calloused hands

one branch
of the lightning struck tree
still standing . . .
your struggle to deny
lost words, leaves, yesterdays



Stevie Strang 

Stevie is a ninth generation Southern Californian, writer and photographer whose writing interests 
include Haiku, Haiga, Tanka and Haibun. She also dabbles in free verse and flash fiction and is 
currently working on a fictional novel. Stevie has been published in MOONBATHING, Ink, Sweat 
& Tears, ECLECTIC FLASH, and several other online anthologies and webzines.

shooting star
through the milky way
a reminder
of our time here
of our time there

swirling
in purple mist
against the night
the moon and I dance
naked

so cold
the winter sky
sometimes
I paint myself
into a sunflower daze

your last goodbye
so dark
and now what colour
should I paint
these bare walls

the violets
on her tea set
still in bloom
mother survives another day
in hospice

how do daisies know
when to fold up
for the night
how do I know
when to stop missing you

at the beach
I write my name in the sand
and calmly watch
as the waves take me
back out to sea



Pamela A. Babusci

Pamela A. Babusci is an internationally award-winning haiku/tanka & haiga artist. Some of her 
awards include: Museum of Haiku Literature Award, International Tanka Splendor Awards, First 
Place Tanka Yellow Moon Competition (Aust), First Place Kokako Tanka Competition (NZ), First 
Place Saigyo Tanka Competition (US), First Place Inaugural Tanka Festival, 6th International Japan 
Tanka Contest Certificate of Merit Award, The 7th International Japan Tanka Contest Excellence 
Award.
She is the founder and the editor of: Moonbathing: a journal of women's tanka, the first all-women's 
international tanka journal.

hanging blossoms
in the spring mist
I never tire
of your wet
& passionate kisses

if I survived cancer
why not
heartache?
placing the whitest feather
upon my soul

as a child
I lived in fear
did I protect
my mother?
did I protect myself?

at bedtime
I remove my
colorless mask
hide it within a drawer
for tomorrow's drama

tonight
my heart is a vast
turquoise ocean
& yet, no one is immune
to suffering



Tanka Sequences

limits

so many things
we can no longer do
these hard days -
where do we find
the courage to go on?

when young,
the world lay spread
before us,
much older now, we find it
closing in and darkening the all

a light goes out
and we stumble, falling
and shaken -
an uncertain tomorrow
lies ahead of us

a weary pace
in this world of limits,
of limitations,
to want for less may be the answer,
to embrace the limits another way

my wild dreams
fall by the wayside
turning to dust
and still...something grows
heading for the light

Sanford Goldstein  Japan
Joy McCall  England



limpets

the island
sighs in sleep
stars appear
small waves break on the sand
the wind breathes across the water

a dark bird
flies down to the meadow
it strides about
picking dandelion seeds
its eyes are quick and black

new-born snakes
slide through the grass
the blades tremble
then settle; the snakes
slip between the rocks

my fingers hurt
the joints, the bones,
from flute-playing
the songs have called the limpets
up to bask in the moonlight

there are bones
lying in the ruins
they are old and brown
I will bury them in the sand
at tonight's low tide

(inner lands)

Joy McCall



shrubbery

hiding
in the shrubbery
I watch
the days, the nights
the seasons passing by

moonlight
throws long shadows
strange creatures
wake and wander past
catching my scent

midnight
I follow the course
of stars :
dippers and bears
fish and hunters

at noon
the air is noisy
with bees
I keep silent
other voices are sweeter

the shrubbery
thickens and grows dense
the spiders come
they weave webs in my hair
my bones are pale thin roots

Joy McCall



folding time

kitsune
on the doorstep
singing
folding coloured paper
origami boxes

she hides them
under the front path
flagstones
we walk along over
endless cubes of time

hazelnuts
from the hedgerow fall
on the path
hazel shoots emerge
between the stones

at evening
when we come home
to our door
there is singing underfoot
the whispering of hazel husks

kitsune
when my time runs low
come and dig
and open the boxes
one by one, day by day

(the kitsune (many-tailed fox) of Japanese legend is said to fold time into small cubes and bury 
them under sidewalks....)

Joy McCall



at the shrine

fading names
on mildewed stone ...
a hundred years ...
no village dogs
shall foul the green

I see my name
on the stone, fallen
in the field -
foxes circle
seeking shelter

taking hands
in a circle
starting to heal
the wounds of a pilgrim
the wounds of the Way

at the shrine
the spring runs cold
and clear -
I bring wounds and sins
to the constant water

coming out
of that dark cave
into sunlight
birds sing the forest
and the river rushes

Gerry Jacobson  
Joy McCall

Gerry Jacobson lives in Canberra, Australia where he is one of the local Friday Writers 
(htttp://FridayWriters.com) and also the Limestone Tanka Poets. He has published tanka and tanka 
prose in several journals. 

Joy McCall has been writing tanka, and other kinds of poetry, for 50 years. She lived mostly in 
Canada and the States but has now returned to her place of birth, Norwich, England. Her tanka 
collection, 'circling smoke, scattered bones' has recently been published by Keibooks.



bones and stars

lonely
I call her name
the loose bark
on the silver birch
tears away in the wind
- J -
in dream
my archaeologist
unearths
the secret places
asks essential questions
- B -
deep down
the pine roots hold fast
to old bones
the old gypsy smiles:
'my people eat roots'
- J -
she lived
as long as the stars
that made her
a beautiful flash
her life and death
- B -
bones and stars
tumble all around me
and where they land
celandines and thistles
grow, in the stony soil
- J -
Joy McCall / Brian Zimmer

Brian Zimmer lives and writes in St. Louis, Missouri on the banks of the Mississippi River. He has 
published work in a variety of online & print journals.



Bannock Point

offerings
on sacred stones
petroforms
scarred with lichen
we listen to the chanting wind

tobacco bundles
tied to jackpine bones
prayer fragments
hanging deliverance
in the altar of air

Debbie Strange

Her fur is chocolate
her emerald eyes are fixed
on wrappings
a delicious Christmas tree
makes the old cat wild again

Selene, sweet feline
rest in everlasting joy
happily purr
remembering your human friend
send her tender thoughts, and dreams

Brigitte Pellat 

I live in Southern France, where I am a freelance translator from English and German into French, 
and a writer. I enjoy Japanese poetry, traditional forms of poetry, but also free verse, and prose. My 
poems have been published in books of poetry, and literary magazines. For more information, 
see: http://poesie.brigitte-pellat.fr/index_EN.html 



traipsing fly
on a sunbeam
I believe
the sign awaited
yesterday in the snow

jagged rooftops
the trims we choose
for mornings
as if removed from skies
we could breath

retracing a wave
you touch my toes
and listen--
is there rumbling
or quiet strumming?

Alegria Imperial



Divine Reason

out of the blue
an old familiar song
blasts on the radio . . .
the floodgates of my tears
suddenly reopen  (CV)

tracing my whispers
along the steering wheel
I'm not ready for my heart
to wind around
roads less traveled (KN)

how to welcome
the daffodils this spring
same time last year
I found a rabbit in our garden
you were ready to die (CV)

tender taps
on my shoulder . . .
I look behind and find
your goodbyes like peach blossoms
falling in all directions (KN)

another hummingbird
finds the feeder empty . . .
there has to be
a divine reason why
I have to start moving on (CV)

morning dew drips
from the rusty veins of foxgloves . . .
those moments when I learn
to hold on tightly
to the gift of self-love (KN)

Christine L Villa
Kathy Uyen Nguyen



Where the Sound Goes

by the stream
the lowest flute
sounds into the bank
pebbles worms crabs
embedded in layers

~k~

from rock to rock
crossing the stream to discover
if you're there
distracted by a flash of red
I slip fall to sound of water

~g~

(a nod to Basho)

what rubied throat
to sing for you beyond
such streams as we have known
we are what could not be
the rapid's rose

~k~

saved by the sound
of sniggers from sprites? nuns?
nearly drowned
drenched I cling to a deadfall fir
they joke about dragging me out

~g~

side by side sun and moon
a duo set and rise
no mercy roars
a warning din to drench
high tide comes up the stairs

~k~

I slingshot
round the sun headed beyond ice moons
to a vast silence



as zephyrs crash on asteroids
and frozen nymphs laugh at lost cities
~g~
where an ocean was
wish for depth of silence
not frozen cratered silence
I sleep embedded in your dream
dwarf stars twins in a timeless dance

~k~

an outburst
noise splinters the silence
until I wake
from a long cold nightmare
unsure which dream is your dance

~g~

a glow of sun
in your glass of water
capillary waves
on the lake it's clear
I do not dance alone

~k~

I pause
lift my eyes crossing the dunes
the shore
camels and date palms flicker
veils dance as the sand shimmers

~g~

my mother's childhood
before your eyes
a real mirage
her hands beckon
a lifted veil

~k~

a torn veil
she tries to hid behind the scraps
bidding succor
a scene flickers across the screen
the sheik wooing a slave girl

~g~



on his head
a turban
a basket of eggs
hard-boiled for her lunch
her nested eyes

~k~

soda biscuits
baskets of eggs slabs of ham
dust clouds
grandma and girls up before dawn
to feed wagons full of relatives

~g~

years later
sunny-side up
a family
grapefruits
with cut sections

~k~
Kath Abela Wilson 
Gary Blankenship

Gary Blankenship is a retiree who dabbles in eastern forms. He is the author of A River 
Transformed: Wang Wei’s River Wang Poems as Inspiration (Lulu.com). Gary's next planned 
volume is Poetic States for Writers & Lovers Studio. He spends his non-poetry time watching 
dandelions recover their property. 

running him over
in the middle of the night
with my truck –
finally father
can rest in peace

making
an appearance
at his funeral
the smile
I try to hide

Susan Burch



Bluebells and Bills
this afternoon
fragrant with warmed vanilla
I bake this cake thinking of you (M)

how sweet of you
to think of me
at a distance
cinnamon dust falls
from thumbprint cookies (KN)

shaved ice
topped with liana syrup,
I am appreciative of you sister this late noon (M)

brother,
such blessings
in your words
as if they are the seeds
from the flesh of a soursop (KN)

writing love poems--
later writing a letter to you
wishing you wellness and security (M)

returning home
from ashes
I weave the same greetings
to you, brother,
on every dandelion seed (KN)

bustling around
an impersonal home, on the table
a vase full of bluebells and bills (M)

this afternoon
no voice but my own
fills this house--
beyond the dusty windows
bird cries overflowing the skies (KN)

this afternoon feeling defiant,
against the kitchen sink,
I stand eating powdered cocoa (M)

so hard to fast
this Ash Wednesday . . .
sometimes I never know



what to give up
until it's gone (KN)

heard you were in Lent
sending prayers to strengthen you
hoping you find exactly what to fast from (M)

blue skies:
everything that fills it
becomes whole--
how is it that we can't hold
onto things in this way? (KN)

Kathy Uyen Nguyen 

Matsukaze

pausing for a while
for the red hibiscus
butterfly and I
it's good fabric for a dream
let us keep it forever

an old dreamer
thinking of staying awake
through long autumn night
between the almost bare branches
a lonely moon

as night breeze
brings tree shadow to my pillow
autumn deepens
where are friends and where are foes
lights and sounds fading away

war against demons
under flickering street light
leaves are piling up
gleaming above the dark skyline
the River of Heaven

scent of coal
spending time on streets
on autumn evening
between your shadow and mine
scraps of paper



the wind's fragrance -
the way the moonlight
shines upon her hair
leafless willow by the road
sways once in a while

on my way home
haven't met no one
red chrysanthemum
floating petals in the stream
sound of cool water

between earth and sky
the lightness of a leaf
morning quiet
cold breeze along the way
of funeral procession

Yuting Lin 
Ivan Ivković 

Yuting: "A nature lover who has been writing haiku and tanka for years. Under her pillow lies the 
dream braided from a slice of moonlight."
Ivan: "Often grumpy, admirer of everything that's gloomy and melancholic but trying to use that 
potential in a positive way by finding beauty even in "hopeless" places. Striving to explore and 
embrace mysterious aspects of (human) nature. Therefore haiku and tanka..."
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